17 May 2016

Executive Summary
New research by SCM Direct reveals 4.8 million UK individuals, are invested in hedge funds via their
pension schemes. Shockingly, these pension savers are being charged c.36 times the fees of low cost
alternatives, whilst receiving as little as 1/3rd of the performance they would from a low cost indexbased strategy.
SCM estimates that members of UK pension schemes paid c. £2.85 billion in fees and charges via their
hedge fund investments in 20151. These significant costs are not being fully disclosed to pension
schemes, or their underlying beneficiaries, resulting in savers being unaware of the risks and returns
associated with having their saving in this asset class.
Findings - SCM Direct research into hedge funds:
-

Costs: UK pension funds are paying up to 36 times the amount in total fees and charges to
invest via hedge funds compared to alternative low cost index funds.

-

Risks: Many hedge funds are more concentrated and less liquid than simpler, low cost index
funds. In June 2015, the FCA analysed 52 hedge fund firms managing $265 billion from the
UK. The FCA stated ‘since the financial crisis, institutional investors (largely pension funds and
endowment-like institutions) have become the largest source of new money for hedge funds.
High net worth individuals and family offices now only own 13% of hedge fund assets.’

-

Returns: Over the last 5 years a simple 60/40 strategy or the strategy proposed by Warren
Buffett for his own legacy2, via index funds, would have beaten the average hedge fund return
by 3 to 4 times.

-

Remuneration: Whilst many hedge funds have produced disappointing results for their
investors, they have been extremely lucrative for their managers. The average profit available
for distribution per senior executive/fund manager (assumed to be classified in their accounts
as members) of an average large UK based hedge fund was £3.258m, with the average
member of staff receiving a salary of £252,320 last year.

-

Public members: Pension funds investing via hedge funds are estimated by SCM Direct to
contain 4.9m members; 2.2m of which are invested through 31 different Local Government
Pension Schemes (LGPS).

-

Asset allocation: A typical UK pension fund invests 6% of its assets in hedge funds, with many
increasing their exposure in recent years, despite poor performance.

1

According to the 2015 Purple Book, produced by the PPF/The Pensions Regulator, as at March 2015 the assets of defined benefit schemes
amounted to £1,298.3 bn and 6.1% was invested via hedge funds. SCM Direct has estimated within this report that the overall hedge fund cost
including annual fees, performance fees, fund of fund manager fees, transaction costs, financing charges, fund expenses etc. as being 3.6% pa.
2 http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/2013ltr.pdf
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-

Transparency is shockingly poor. Many pension schemes do not disclose the total costs and fees
or a full list of hedge funds within their annual pension fund statements. It has been recently
reported that even the 646 MP’s themselves may be unaware of what their own £523m
pension is invested in and how much it is costing.3

Conclusion
Based on the research findings, it is shocking that many pension funds are still increasing their hedge
fund holdings. People’s hard earned money is being depleted in hedge funds whilst the managers
earn millions. This is a travesty that the Treasury and Government should be investigating and
addressing with the utmost urgency.
It would be transformational to grant savers the basis consumer rights of knowing what their pension
schemes were purchasing and their true cost, as well as reviewing the role of pension fund
consultants who may be conflicted.
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http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/91299538-cf16-11e5-92a1-c5e23ef99c77.html#axzz48Whr8qoo
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Background – UK pension funds have been investing heavily via hedge funds on
behalf of 4.8 million UK individuals.
The first hedge fund started in the US in 1949, and aimed to offer absolute returns regardless of
market movements, often by simultaneously betting that certain stocks would go up more, or fall
more than others.
Over the years, they have evolved from stocks into many other strategies, with the UK and US rich
lists regularly including hedge fund managers, illustrating that running successful hedge funds can be
a very lucrative business. During 2000 – 2014, the global hedge fund industry has grown over six
times:

According to the latest UK Sunday Times Rich List4, several UK hedge fund managers have been
propelled to billionaire status, including Michael Platt of BlueCrest (£2.1 bn), Sir Michael Hintze of
CQS (£1.3 bn), David Harding of Winton Capital (£1.2 bn), Alan Howard of Brevan Howard (£1.0 bn),
and Crispin Odey (£0.9 bn). Recently, several of these firms have been criticised for disappointing
performance from their main funds, including Blue Crest5, Brevan Howard6 and Odey7.
Hedge funds used to be the preserve of more sophisticated, wealthy individuals, now they are the
preserve of institutions, such as pension schemes and funds. Many underlying beneficiaries will be
shocked to find out that their ‘conservative’ pension fund may have significant investments in hedge
funds, given that many hedge funds have produced years of dire performance and excessive fees.
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http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/hedge-fund-bosses-alan-howard-and-crispin-odey-slip-down-rich-list-amid-marketturbulence-a6995676.html
5 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/67d37dec-16a7-11e6-b197-a4af20d5575e.html#axzz48iaTfTMV
6 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/a164fffc-b097-11e5-b955-1a1d298b6250.html#axzz48iaTfTMV
7 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/b8634372-07d0-11e6-a623-b84d06a39ec2.html#axzz48iaTfTMV
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In June 2015, the FCA analysed 52 hedge fund firms8 managing a combined $265 billion out of the
UK. The FCA stated ‘since the financial crisis, institutional investors (largely pension funds and
endowment-like institutions) have become the largest source of new money for hedge funds. High
net worth (HNW) individuals and family offices now only own 13% of hedge fund assets.’

Source – FCA Hedge fund survey9

Dire Performance
There will always be a number of star performers within the hedge fund universe, but many pension funds
invest across a broad spread of hedge funds; stars as well as duds. However, the overall return within many
UK pension funds will inevitably lie closer to industry averages as they invest across a broad spectrum of funds.
In order to determine if the original building blocks of hedge funds can still perform in contemporary financial
landscapes, it is important to compare their performance to the global asset returns over a period of time.
Professors Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Dr Mike Staunton of London Business School found that over the last
116 years, equities worldwide have produced real returns of 5% pa and bonds 1.8% pa10. Many commentators,
included these esteemed authors, have predicted lower future returns. In this scenario, fund managers have
been attempting to seek out ‘alternative assets’ in the hope of achieving the invest holy grail of balancing
higher returns and lower risk.
SCM Direct’s analysis sought to ascertain whether or not hedge fund managers’ ability to produce significant
added value (known as alpha) warranted their higher annual management and performance related fees.
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http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/hedge-fund-survey.pdf
http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/hedge-fund-survey.pdf
10 http://publications.credit-suisse.com/tasks/render/file/index.cfm?fileid=AE3E00B9-91E2-D1FA-6C18765D3A968D73
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Hedge funds have failed to live up to their promise in recent years. Data from Hedge Fund Research, a firm
specialising in the analysis of hedge funds, has shown that since its HFRI Indices were launched, analysing
industry performance across all hedge fund strategies and regions, there has been a steady decline in the
rolling ten-year returns.

6

Hedge Fund Added Value (Alpha) Fast Approaching Zero
The ability for a hedge fund manager to add value for investors by selecting both the market winners and
market losers has historically made them a very attractive alternative investment strategy. However, there is
growing criticism being directed at hedge fund managers due to their lack of ability to generate alpha which
is now trending towards zero.
Monthly alpha generated by hedge funds (HFRI Fund Weighted Index) and funds of hedge funds (HFRI Fund
of Funds Index)

Source: Hedge Funds: From leading edge to bleeding edge, and back by Francois-Serge Lhabitant, EDHEC

UK Pension Funds Would Do Better Heeding the Advice of Warren Buffet, Than
Their Consultants
In 201311, the renowned investor, Warren Buffet, called for the fund industry to lower fees and increase
transparency. He also revealed that his own advice to his trustees could not be more simple - “Put 10% of the
cash in short‐term government bonds and 90% in a very low‐cost S&P 500 index fund. I believe the trust’s longterm results from this policy will be superior to those attained by most investors—whether pension funds,
institutions, individuals—who employ high fee managers.”
In April 201612, he said that large investors should be frustrated with the fees they are paying hedge fund
managers who fail to match the returns of index funds. He described the typical hedge fund fee of 2% per
annum annual fee and 20% profit share as “a compensation scheme that is unbelievable to me…...Supposedly
sophisticated people, generally richer people, hire consultants. And no consultant in the world is going to tell
you, ‘Just buy an S&P index fund and sit for the next 50 years,’ You don’t get to be a consultant that way, and
you certainly don’t get an annual fee that way.”
Over the last 5 years a simple 60% equities/40% bonds strategy or Mr Buffet’s own legacy strategy would
have beaten a managed portfolio of hedge funds by more than 3 and 4 times respectively.

11
12

http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/2013ltr.pdf
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-30/buffett-says-hedge-funds-get-unbelievable-fees-for-bad-results
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The 60/40 strategy is based on 60% in the SPDR S&P 500 index fund, and 40% in the iShares 1-3 Yr treasury
index fund. The Warren Buffet legacy strategy is based on 90% in the SPDR S&P 500 index fund, and 10% in
the iShares 1-3 Yr treasury index fund. These returns are all shown in sterling, their returns in US dollars
would have been substantially lower.

Even on a year by year basis, the last time that hedge funds outperformed either a simple 60/40 strategy
(based on 60% in the SPDR S&P 500 index fund, and 40% in the iShares 1-3 Yr treasury index fund) or Warren
Buffet’s own legacy strategy (based on 90% in the SPDR S&P 500 index fund, and 10% in the iShares 1-3 Yr
treasury index fund) was eight years ago in 2008/09:
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Are UK Pension Fund Consultants Conflicted?
A logical question is, who is advising these pension funds and why are they still recommending such
large allocations to hedge funds given the evidence of low performance and high fees?
In November 2015, the UK regulator, the FCA, announced13 that it would conduct a study, part of
which would look into ‘the role of investment consultants and potential conflicts of interest arising
from the provision of advice and asset management services’.
Pension funds, are often required by law to take advice from investment consultants on product and
manager selection. Large pension funds typically employ investment consultants to support their
decision making and fiduciary responsibilities.
In the UK most pension fund trustees must ‘obtain and consider the written advice’ from a suitably
qualified person before making an investment decision. Just three firms (Mercer, Aon Hewitt and
Towers Watson) are estimated to advise around half of UK pension funds.14
Yet, a CIO (Chief Investment Officer) of one of the UK’s largest public pension funds recently said:
“[Consultants] have too much influence. Hedge funds and currency funds have all found their way into
pension funds’ portfolios at great expense and often with poor returns.”15

Hedge Fund Fees Estimated to Eat Up 75% of Underlying Returns for Many UK
Pension Funds
It is undeniable that the compounding effect of high fees can have a devastating effect on savers’
returns over the long term.
A report carried out by JPMorgan in 201516 found that the average hedge fund charged a 1.69%
annual management fee and a 19.13% performance charge. These figures have increased from the
year previously, up from 1.64% and 18.99% respectively.
Sadly, very few UK pension fund consultants appear to have made this simple calculation, that shows
investors / savers should expect a return after fees of just 1.2% per annum from hedge fund
investments.

13

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/fca-publishes-terms-of-reference-for-asset-management-market-study
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/e8bfe9b0-8f91-11e5-8be4-3506bf20cc2b.html#axzz48iaTfTMV
15 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/e8bfe9b0-8f91-11e5-8be4-3506bf20cc2b.html#axzz47loO29Ns
16 https://next.ft.com/content/1d0723cc-bb31-11e4-a31f-00144feab7de
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SCM Direct explains how pension scheme consultants can calculate that their clients are should
expect just a 1.2% p.a. return from hedge funds:
-

The average hedge fund has a correlation to overall equity returns of 0.68 (January 2006 June 2012).17

-

The long term (116 year) real return from equities has been 5% per annum18. Therefore, if
you assume 2% per annum inflation, the nominal return would be 7% per annum.

-

It is therefore reasonable to expect the average return of a hedge fund before fees to be
7%*0.68 = 4.8% pa.

-

Just the headline fees based on a typical 1.7% pa annual management fee and 19.1%
performance share19, would be 1.7% + (19.1%*4.8%) = 2.6% per annum.

-

However, there will be significant additional hidden fees to this headline charge. Many UK
pension funds invest via a fund of hedge funds that can charge up to an extra 1% per annum
to pick the funds, and sometimes with an added performance fee.
Furthermore, there are other costs20 e.g. annual audit fees, third-party administrator costs,
legal fees, directors’ fees, financing charges etc. that are estimated to range between 0.5%
and 2% pa.21 There will also be underlying transaction costs e.g. broker commissions, taxes
and market-maker spreads that can add between zero and 5% pa. 22 SCM Direct has
conservatively estimated all these additional charges to average 1% p.a. for our analysis.

-

The average hedge fund should therefore be expected to return after fees 4.8% - 2.6% -1% =
1.2% pa.

-

UK pension funds are therefore paying away over 75% of the underlying returns of their
underlying hedge fund returns in fees. A typical UK pension fund is paying a true Total Cost
for their hedge fund investments of c. 3.6% pa. This is more than 3 times the level of a modern
fund of fund absolute return manager using index funds of c. 1.1%23, and an astonishingly 36
times the typical charge of many institutional index funds of 0.1% pa24.

17

http://www.morningstar.com/advisor/t/61384189/the-rising-correlation-between-hedge-funds-and-stock-markets.htm
http://publications.credit-suisse.com/tasks/render/file/index.cfm?fileid=AE3E00B9-91E2-D1FA-6C18765D3A968D73
19 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/1b2fb140-7f03-11e5-98fb-5a6d4728f74e.html#axzz47loO29Ns
20
https://www.paamco.com/Publications/Documents/2013%20July%20'Hidden%20Fees%20in%20Hedge%20Funds'%20PAAMCO%20Viewpoint2.pdf
21 https://www.quora.com/How-do-you-describe-calculate-and-interpret-management-and-incentive-fees-and-net-of-fees-returns-to-hedge-funds
22 https://www.quora.com/How-do-you-describe-calculate-and-interpret-management-and-incentive-fees-and-net-of-fees-returns-to-hedge-funds
23 http://scmdirect.com/sites/default/files/portfolio_files/SCM%20Absolute%20Return%20March%202016%20%28GBP%29.pdf
24 https://www.lcp.uk.com/media/1071517/lcp-investment-management-fees-survey-2015.pdf
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SCM Direct Analysed 50 of the Largest UK Corporate Pension Schemes, And 91 Local
Government Pension Schemes (LGPS)
-

SCM Direct calculated that there are 4,827,806 members of pension schemes that have
disclosed investments in hedge funds. (We have excluded from these numbers several
substantial pension schemes that have in their latest accounts or more recently announced
their intention to exit completely from hedge funds.)

-

According to the 2015 Purple Book25, the amount invested by a typical UK defined benefit
pension scheme in hedge fund assets has risen from 1.5% in 2009 to 6.1% in 2015. The overall
amount invested is therefore £79 bn.26

-

This implies that members of UK pension schemes are paid c. £2.85 Bn in fees and charges
last year associated with their hedge fund investments.27
UK pension funds average asset allocation to hedge funds
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Source: PPF/ The Pensions Regulator
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http://www.pensionprotectionfund.org.uk/DocumentLibrary/Documents/purple_book_2015.pdf
According to the 2015 Purple Book, produced by the PPF/The Pensions Regulator, as at March 2015 the assets of defined benefit schemes
amounted to £1,298.3 bn and 6.1% was invested via hedge funds.
27 According to the 2015 Purple Book, produced by the PPF/The Pensions Regulator, as at March 2015 the assets of defined benefit schemes
amounted to £1,298.3 bn and 6.1% was invested via hedge funds. SCM Direct has estimated within this report that the overall hedge fund cost
including annual fees, performance fees, fund of fund manager fees, transaction costs, financing charges, fund expenses etc. as being 3.6% pa.
26
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The top 10 highest exposures within the 50 analysed by SCM Direct were as follows:

12
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Globally, pension funds continue to increase their exposure to hedge funds year on year, seemingly
regardless of their overall performance, with the average global pension fund increasing its allocation
from 4% in 2014 to 8% in 201628.
In the UK, whilst UK pension funds may not have woken up to the excess fees and dismal performance
of hedge funds, other investors appear more astute. The exchange-traded-fund (ETF) industry is now
bigger than the more established business of hedge funds. Assets in the global ETF industry were
$2.971 trillion at the end of June 2015, according to ETFGI, a research firm, $2 billion ahead of the
hedge fund industry $2.969 trillion, as calculated by Hedge Fund Research. (In 1999 the ETF industry
was less than a tenth the size of the hedge fund industry.29)

The Winds of change Away from Hedge Funds Is Not Blowing Hard Enough
A combination of high management charges and poor performance from hedge funds are eating
away at the pension savings of millions and is the main reason why Better Finance has called for them
to be forbidden within all pension products.30
The UK pensions consultants, Hymans Robertson recently reported on local government pensions
schemes, containing 4.6 million members. Their report found hedge funds, private equity and
infrastructure represented 10% of the pension, whilst accounting for 40% of the investment fees. The
report concluded that moving away from fund of fund investment and into more passive investment

28

https://www.db.com/newsroom_news/2016/medien/deutsche-bank-releases-annual-alternative-investment-survey-highlighting-hedge-fundsentiment-and-allocation-tre-en-11490.htm
29 http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21660169-exchange-traded-funds-have-overtaken-hedge-funds-investment-vehicleroaring
30 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/864b5eca-62ca-11e5-9846-de406ccb37f2.html#axzz47bC5Jtur
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could save £240 million a year.31 The question remains, why are so many UK pension schemes
continuing to invest more and more money into these strategies when many seem not to be working?
Of course, there are some notable exceptions – for example Railpen announced in December 2015
that it was unwinding its exposure to hedge funds.32
In the US, many pension funds have woken up to the statistical reality rather than rhetoric of hedge
funds. In April 2016 New York City’s pension fund announced it was selling its $1.5 bn hedge fund
portfolio saying it had invested with hedge funds “with the belief that these would add value to the
performance – both by increased returns and decreasing risk by providing downside protection,” New
York City Public Advocate Tish James said in a statement. “I have seen little evidence of either.”33 This
followed a decision by the largest U.S. pension scheme, CALPERS (California’s Public Employees’
Retirement System) in September 2014, to sell its entire $4 billion asset allocation to hedge funds.

UK Hedge Fund - Assets and Salaries Increase, Despite Returns Decreasing
SCM Direct analysed the 25 largest UK hedge funds within a list of the 50 largest European hedge
funds in 2014.34 SCM analysed the UK accounts of 22 companies, where available, calculating the
profit available for discretionary division per member. (Three firms were excluded from the analysis
as they were dominated by non-hedge fund assets - Blackrock, Henderson and Insight).
The research found:
-

the average staff salary increased by 26% in the latest financial year from £199,985 to
£252,320.

-

that in the most recent year reported, the average amount earned by a senior employee or
hedge fund manager (assumed to be a member/director) was £3,258,735.

-

the five highest individual profit entitlements within the firms analysed in the most recent
year reported were as follows:
Marshall Wace

£ 71,454,046

AKO Capital

£ 52,419,097

Brevan Howard

£ 51,866,295

Cantab Capital Partners

£ 33,439,622

Odey Asset Management

£ 31,815,000

31https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/307926/Hymans_Robertson_report.pdf
32

http://www.hedgeweek.com/2015/12/18/234927/railpens-hedge-fund-withdrawal-part-wider-european-trend-says-preqin
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-14/nyc-pension-votes-to-liquidate-1-5-billion-hedge-fund-portfolio
34
http://hedgelists.com/blog/top_hedge_funds_10_20_50/top-50-hedge-funds-in-europe-2014/
33
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Please note: the performance of individual hedge funds varies enormously across a wide range of
strategies. There may well be a number of hedge funds and therefore a number of pension funds
who have benefitted from their hedge fund exposure, even after costs. However, as the report
suggests, recent evidence of returns by respected third party firms and recent announcements by
major pension funds both in the UK and the US would suggest this may be a minority. The
performance numbers within this report are based on average returns and therefore the
investment performance of any individual pension fund or hedge fund may be higher than the
overall hedge fund indexes contained within this report.
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